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Introduction 
In a previous paper [1] the storage time of the non-uniform-base diodes 
was discussed. To determine the whole switching time, it is also necessary 
to know the fall time. Besides, in the case of one of the most important non-
uniform-base diodes, the step-recovery diode, the value of the fall time influ-
ences its applicability. 
The paper gives a semi-exact solution of the fall time, compares the result 
with the approximate solution, given by MOLL, KRAKAUER and SHE" [2], 
finally proposes an approximation, fitting better to the exact solution. 
Semi-exact solution 
At the end of the storage time the hole density in the n side of the diode, 
at the junction pn reaches zero. After that the decrease of the charge of the 
accumulated holes is connected to the decrease of the gradient of the hole 
concentration at the junction pn, thus the reverse current decreases. The fall 
time is defined as the time from the heginning of the decrease of the reverse 
current, to the decrease of the reverse current to 1/10th of its original ,-alue. 
The exact solution could be determined by the following manner. as was 
done hy THORII~ [3]. First, the hole distribution should be determined. as a 
function of space, at the end of the storage time. After that, the continuity 
equation should be solved, with the mentioned hole distribution as initial 
condition. This hole distrihution itself is a very complicated function. r sing 
it as initial condition makes the continuity equation tedious to solve. and the 
result difficult to survey. 
Instead of taking this ·way, the method, applied by KOHLER [4] for 
homogeneous-hase diodes, is used. Fig. 1 shows qualitatively the hole distri-
hution for two cases. In Fig. la, the diode is switched off hy a non-ideal current 
genera tor. Till the end of the storage time the hole concentration at the 
junction pn is higher than zero. the gradient of the hole concentration is 
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constant. By the end of the storage period, the hole concentration IS zero. 
the gradient decreases at the junction. The current is first constant, then 
decreases. 
In Fig. Ih, the diode is switched off hy an ideal yoltage generator. The 
hole concentration at the junction drops immediately to zero. The gradient, 
and therefore the reverse current is first infinitf'. then decreases. 
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Fig. 1. Switching-off hy yoltag<> and current generator, 
The distrihutions of holes in Fig. Ih at IR = IRQ' and in Fig. la, at 
t = ts are very similar. So in hoth cases, after that time. the reverse current 
is expected to depend on the time in a similar manner. It is easier to calculate 
the current in the case of a voltage generator driying. 
After determining the reyerse current as a function of time. the fall 
time can be calculated as follows: in Fig. Ih the yalues of t for IR = I Ro and 
IR = 0.1 I RO (t1 and t2 respectively) can be determined if the exact function 
IR = f(t) is known. The difference of the two yalues giYe5 the fall time tf : 
(1) 
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The hole distribution in Fig. Ib can be splitted into two parts: a static 
distribution, caused by I p, the forward current, and a transient hole distri-
hution. As the hole concentration at the junction (at x = 0) is always zero, 
the transient distrihution must have the same value at the junction as the static 
distribution Po. From the transient distrihution the transient current I Rtr 
can be calculated. After that. the reverse current is gin>n hy Eq. (2) 
I Re ,- (2) 
It is advantageous to use the transformed form of the continuity 
equation: 
au(x, T) 
aT 
U(X, T) = p(X. T) exp {(I - E~,) T -- En X} 
is the transformed hole distribution. 
E = __ L _ELp 
11 kT 2 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
is the normalized field-strength in the base (E is the field-strength, Lp is the 
diffusion length of the holes). T' is the temperature in Kelvin degrees. 
x 
the normalized distance and 
T 
is the normalized time (Tp is the lifetime of the holes III tht> ba5e). 
The initial condition is: 
Pt,(X,O) = 0 thus U tr(X, 0) = 0 
The boundary conditions are: 
P:r(O, t) = Po 
ptr(=, t) = 0 
Utr(O, T) Po exp -[ (1 
U tr(=, T) = 0 
E~) Tt. 
n J 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The solution of the continuity equation by this initial and boundary 
conditions is given in Appendix 1. To calculate I Rtr. it is necessary to know 
the gradient of the hole distribution. From Eq. (4) 
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aptr. = aUtr 
aX iX=O aX 
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exp { - (I + E~) T} + EnUtr i exp { 
x=o !x=o 
aUtr . . b E ( \ -) T- (0 T) b E (9) aX IS gIven y q. _'1..;), tJ Ir' Y q. . 
After substituting both into Eq. (ll), one gets 
apir . _ {E __ exp [ 
_ -Po 11 
aX i x=o 
(I + E~l) T] 
1(:-rT 
(I 
The transient reverse current at X = 0 is the sum of a diffusion and a drift 
current. 
I Rir= -qADp _aptr I - qA,upo E = qAD p (- a
p l
: : + 2EnPo) . (13) 
ax I X=Q Lp aX ,x=o , 
After substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (13): 
I Rtr Po~~Dp{exp[1r~;E~)T]+rI+Eg erf r(I+E~)T'+E+ (14) 
Po was calculated from I F in [I], supposing a constant forward current. 
For the diode switched into the forward direction for a long time, Po is given 
by Eq. (15): 
From Eqs (14), (15) and (2) 
IF 
I - (I!I -'- E'2 -'- E ) (exp [-
I n i n 
(15) 
(1-'-,· E~r'I)T] 
-':==-----'----=- -i- 'v'I -i- Efl erf I (I +- E~) T ) 
;:-rT 
(16) 
F or a final switching-in impulse, the current is calculated in Appendix n. 
H the base is homog~neous, En = 0, and Eq. (16) yields: 
erf !T (17) 
an expression given by Kli'iGSTOi'i [5]. 
The reverse current, calculated from Eq. (16) is shown in Fig. 2, for 
different normalized field-strengths. From this curves the fall times can be 
determined, applying the ,method mentioned ahove. The results are plotted 
in Fig. 3 by continuous line.lncreasing the field-strength, the fall time decreases. 
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Fig. 2. Current wayeforms, when the diode is switched off by a yoltage generatoJ 
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Fig. 3. Fall times versus field-strength. Ell 
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The fall time depends upon the yalut' of I Ri I F' although increasing the 
field-strength, this dependence decreases. 
Approximations 
In [2] an approximatiye calculation is presented. Assuming an t'xponen-
tial relationship between the re...-erse current and the time, using an approxi-
matiye function for the distribution of holes at the end of the storage period 
and neglecting the recomhination. a solution was obtained for the reyerse 
current: 
(18) 
where 
II' (19) 
U sing the definition of I j • one gets: 
IT In 10 2.3 kT'r DD (-qE-} (20) 
Introducing tht' normalized field-strength and time: 
(21 ) 
The ...-alues giyen hy Eq. (21) are plotted in Fig. 3 by dotted line. 
At higher field-strengths the approximate curve runs roughly parallel 
with the curyes giving the exact solution. That means that the character of 
. 1 1 the function (Tj~. E~J. is correct. The coefficient. on the other hand, should 
he fitted hetter. 
To have a hetter fitting and to express the current-dependence of the 
fall time, the approximate expression. given hy Eq. (22) is proposed: 
(22) 
This expression has no physical hackground. and was constructed only 
to possihly fit the exact result. and at the same time to have a form, not 
much more complicated than that of Eq. (21). The yalues, given hy Eq. (22) 
are indicated with dashed line in Fig. 3. 
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Effect of junction capacitance 
In general, the outer circuit consists of a non-ideal generator: which can 
he suhstituted hy an ideal voltage generator and a series resistance. As the 
reverse current varies. the reverse voltage on the diode and therefore the 
width of the depletion layer at the junction yaries too. This causes an additional 
current. The whole process can be discussed with the help of the circuit diagram 
given in Fig. 4. 
The current of the current generator, as given in Fig. ~, is a function of 
time. The junction capacitance depends on the reyerse voltage of the diode. 
Fig. 4. The effect of junction capacitance 
I Rt, the total reverse current, can only be determined by numerical 
methods. The function Cj(U R) depends on the doping profile of the junction. 
The values of Ug and Rg can be different in many cases. 
\Vith rough approximation an estimation can be giyen for Tft. the total 
fall time. Cj(UR) can be replaced by an average capacitance: 
URrnax 
1 J' - ------ C;(U) dL U J 
Rmax 
(23) 
o 
this capacitance and the series resistance gives a time constant. 
(24) 
Without any minority-carrier charge storage, the fall time would be dptermined 
onh- bv Ra and C;. 
of ~~:'> J 
TfJ = Tin 10 = 2.3 T • (25) 
In fact, the sum of the charges, represented by the minority carriers and by 
the junction capacitance, has to be removed. Therefore the total fall time. 
Tjt can be calculated as the sum of the ideal fall timp, T j , and the additional 
time, Tjj . caused by the junction capacitance: 
(26) 
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Appendix I 
Denote the Laplace-transformed, normalized time by s. The transformed 
form of Eq. (3), taking the initial condition, given by Eq. (8) into account: 
82Utr 
8X2 
(AI) 
For wide-base diodes U/r( 00, s) = 0, therefore the solution of Eq. (AI) is: 
As Utr(O, T) = Po exp (1 + E~l) T, thus U1r(0, s) = and 
s - (1 + E~) 
C = Utr (0, s), the solution is: 
(A3) 
The gradient at the junction, from Eq. (A3), is 
aUtr 
8X ,x=o s (1 ...L E2) I n 
(A4) 
After transforming back 
aufr(x, T) : _ P f_I. _ ~ 11 ...L E~ eXI) [(1 ...L" E,2
l
) T] erf l,r(y' E-n') T} 
I °lir~.T·'· n' 8.Y x=o .< 
(A5) 
Appendix U 
A. The diode is driyen in forward direction by a current generator. The 
hole concentration at the junction by a final switch-in time is given in [1] 
Po = JifI ...)... g! erf li(T -D l' • II , q p 
.- E,,[I .- e- Tfo ] .. E e-Tjo erf (E 1('j":)} 
n ni JO 
(A6) 
From Eqs (12), (A6) and (2) IR is: 
1 - { 
J exp [ .. (1 E?J..!l (A7) 
V:-rT 
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B. The diode is driven in forward direction by a voltage generator. Both 
the forward current and the transient reverse current can be calculated from 
Eq. (14). replacing T, by (T + T!o) for the forward current: 
where 
_ qpo ADp [e--(l-CE,l) (T+T/o) e-(lc-Ef,)T 
I R I F- I R t r - - --:-:=----==--',-L 1 -'-r 
qC,,, 
Po = PIl e kI'-. 
Summal'Y 
(A8) 
(A9) 
The fall time of diodes with nonuniform base is discussed. The exact solution is com-
pared with the approximate one found in the literature. A new approximation, fitting: better 
to the exact solution, is proposed. 
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